Stratis C# Full Node
Enterprise grade blockchain in
an environment you know
Implement your own
fully featured
blockchain in C#

with all the beneﬁts of running it
on the .NET Core framework.
Oﬀers smart contracts, sidechains
and a selection of consensus
algorithms for a performant,
ﬂexible and energy eﬃcient
solution.

Why customers use
the Stratis C# Full Node
Ease of development
Create your own tokens
Sidechains for ﬂexibility &
performance
Smart contracts to automate
business processes
Open source, but with Stratis
consultancy services available
where needed

What is the Stratis C# Full Node?
The Stratis Full Node is open source, written entirely in C#, and
runs on the .NET Core framework. Implement powerful blockchain
solutions out of the box and utilize languages and tools you know
like Visual Studio.

Why a leading
healthcare business
chose Stratis

Why a leading
automotive business
chose Stratis

Why a radical
transformation business
chose Stratis

Convenience & continuity from
ICO to blockchain deployment

Performance beneﬁts from POS
consensus & sidechain
operations

Speed of deployment using
accessible, open source C# code

Run public and private
blockchains on identical stacks
Turnkey solution, from
fundraising & token
distribution, to design and
development
Accommodate heterogeneous
business requirements on a
homogeneous platform

Cultural ﬁt with the Stratis
Platform team.
Breadth of ecosystem
transactions demands superior
performance & tunable response
characteristics
Ecosystem will extend & grow
over time, so excellent ﬁt needed
to assure long-term partnership

Alignment of vision & openess to
partnering
Ability to clone Stratis codebase
& start staking on own nodes to
operationalize rapidly
Flexibility of Stratis architecture
complements the organization’s
span across diverse domains

“It wasn’t just that Stratis is a great technology platform for moving our existing
business onto the blockchain, it was the enthusiasm and insights Chris & the team
oﬀered that made them the obvious partner for us”
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